society was thus required in order to collect and present information from diverse locations and coax prejudiced farmers into improved practices which science deemed the best way to increase production. 5 Although this prospectus highlighted the backwardness of farmers in general, elsewhere they noted that Indian farmers were behind even those of England, thoughtlessly persisting in the same system of cultivation 'for many centuries'. 6 Thus the project of the AHSI was one of imperial improvement which rested on a morality of political economy and science. In order to 'improve' India, the British members of the AHSI believed that they must develop a scientifically determined best practice with the goal of increasing production for market. Yet over time this imperial discourse produced another side effect. The AHSI further demarcated two sciences for the cultivation of plants: agriculture and horticulture. Agriculture became a science concerned with the large-scale cultivation of plants, usually to be exported. Horticulture, as a science of plants grown in individual gardens for aesthetic enjoyment, subsistence, or sale at local markets, was relegated to a secondary status. The science of agriculture came to receive the greater part of official attention, whether from the Governor-General, representing the Crown, or the officials of the East India Company who were charged with other functions of state. The 'Company state' allied closely with the AHSI in projects to promote particular cash crops for export to Europe. In the process, the imperial science of agriculture in colonial India helped to distil a sense of utility in which exports were linked with national well-being. Old ideas and practices of agriculture combined local markets, export markets and subsistence because value came not only from yielding economic profit but also from meeting social needs such as food and medicine. These were now relegated and agriculture acquired a new definition which prioritized profit through exports as the main social good. In this article, I will trace the process of creating and promoting this new sense of agriculture.
At the same time, elite Bengali members of the AHSI had been more involved with horticultural projects, like overseeing the Society's garden, obtaining and distributing fruit tree cuttings, and the yearly vegetable exhibitions. While the export focus of agriculture filled English-language scientific literature, Bengali elites continued to focus on the horticultural portions of the AHSI projects. They appropriated new plants and gardening methods from the AHSI, but incorporated these materials and techniques in new ways alongside other North Indian sources of gardening knowledge. Overall, these Bengali members emphasized local needs, plants, and methods of cultivation rather than agriculture for export. Although they also used horticultural knowledge to shore up their own elite status and believed that agricultural practices were largely in the hands of tenant farmers, their unequal involvement in the agricultural discourse of the AHSI exhibits the limits and possible subversions of this imperial form of agricultural science. In exploring these parallel practices, this article connects existing literature on imperial science, colonial governance, and the formation of a Bengali elite.
THE AHSI AND IMPERIAL SCIENCE: COLONIAL GOVERNANCE AND BENGALI ELITES The history of science is deeply intertwined with European colonization and the making of modernity. Scholars have examined many uses of science in empire: natural history and botanical collection to symbolize colonial power, 7 various natural sciences used to identify profitable plants and transform landscapes into commodities, 8 and the widespread reproduction of the idea that Europeans were inherently objective and so capable of making scientific observations -as opposed to the prejudiced 'natives'. 9 The creation of agricultural science by the AHSI followed similar trajectories but with its own specific features. Firstly, agriculture in India remained in the hands of tenant farmers. Consequently, agriculture as a science depended even more heavily on indigenous practices than sciences which relied on the work of indigenous collectors and informants, like natural history, botanical collection and mapping. 10 Britons were often ill-prepared for the climates, plants, pests and other conditions of cultivation in India, but particularly in Bengal, where the AHSI performed most of its work. 11 Nevertheless, in the AHSI's scientific discourse of agriculture this relevant dependence went unacknowledged. Considering this silence, exploitation is a useful concept through which to consider the entangled knowledges which made up agricultural science. 12 Secondly, agriculture as a practice already had a central importance in Mughal India as well as Bengal specifically, and a tax on agricultural production was the main source of state income. As the East India Company obtained the right to collect these taxes in Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, they changed the system by making tax rates rigid and treating the tax-collecting zamindars as landowners who would lose the land if they could not pay their tax. Over time, these changes produced a class of landowners more adapted to a market in land. However, pre-existing systems of patronage did not all come to an end and some peasant farmers and tenants still retained proprietary rights. 13 Overall, when the British encountered the longstanding agricultural system of Bengal, they sought to preserve it under the ownership of a new capitalistic zamindar class so that they could continue to collect taxes and benefit from its produce. Yet, despite this dependence on the agriculture of Bengal, the agricultural science promoted by the AHSI was based on a general notion of Indian backwardness and the desire for Indian agricultural production to be taken out of the local and into global imperial flows of trade.
Thirdly, during this time (1820-40) the agricultural science created by the AHSI came to be even more profit-driven than the science of botany. While botanical prospecting in the eighteenth century did privilege plants which could bring a profit, it had other goals, like creating a global system of knowledge, finding medically useful plants, and also 'knowing' regions where Europeans created colonial settlements. 14 William Carey (1761 , the missionary founder of the AHSI, initially advocated a more diffuse notion of 'usefulness' that included increasing the availability of food and medicine in India, 15 but as agriculture was increasingly purged of these elements they were relegated instead to the science of horticulture. The formation of agriculture as a more separate science was key to the development of Liberal economics. Agricultural knowledge still assumed the primacy of land and its produce as the basis for all economic growth, but began to prioritize profit through globalized production and trade in commodities rather than encouraging domestic production to meet local needs of subsistence. This shifting notion of usefulness also influenced the definition of improvement.
The idea of improvement invigorated both the agriculture and horticulture of the AHSI. More generally it was an important building block in British Liberal modernity's sense of progress over time and belief in Britain's superiority. 16 Particularly during the eighteenth century, many Europeans began to view time as a linear progression of development, in which Europe was further 'ahead' and other parts of the world 'behind'. 17 Enlightenment theory often ranked societies' level of improvement according to a fourstage civilizational hierarchy: hunter-gatherer societies, pastoralism, agriculture, and at the highest level commercial and perhaps even industrial society. 18 In the late eighteenth century, Britons increasingly imbibed a literature which ranked and displayed different societies based on their level within this hierarchy. India's ranking was not always clear. According to the stereotype which came to dominate, Asia had reached a high level of civilization but then stagnated, being dragged down by irrational and traditional religious and social practices. 19 William Carey himself imbibed this literature. Accounts of Captain Cook's voyages influenced his initial intention to become a missionary in the Pacific islands, leading him to believe that the societies of that region were at a lower stage of progress and so in greater need of improvement. 20 However, under the influence of the fledgeling Baptist Missionary Society, he decided to go to Bengal and in 1793 set off with another missionary, Dr John Thomas. 21 The situation for improvement in India did not quite match Carey's original fantasy of Pacific islanders.
By aiming to make India a producer of agricultural commodities, the AHSI ranked it in the higher end of this hierarchy, though perpetually below Europe. However, even if Britons believed it represented a lower level of improvement, they still regarded agriculture as the key to transforming and improving human society. It was simultaneously backward and the most important symbol of advancement. One author, complimenting the work of the AHSI, claimed: 'It is justly said that by bringing the art of Agriculture to perfection man becomes the Lord of the universe, subduing by his skill and industry every part of the surface of the earth and assuming that dominion which a beneficent Creator has allowed him'. The author then claims that nations can only become prosperous when agriculture flourishes. 22 This belief that India first needed to increase agricultural production before a higher stage of economic progress could be achieved has prompted David Arnold to classify this notion of 'improvement' as a precursor to later development discourse. 23 The idea of improvement also helped to invigorate a colonial governmentality which aimed to increase agricultural exports from colonial India. 24 In turn, close collaboration with the Company state influenced the AHSI's plans and projects. The concept of state and civil society being mutually constitutive does illumine the relationship between the Company and the AHSI; however, this is not to say that the power of the AHSI as an organization in any way matched that of the Company state. 25 The state helped to legitimize, fund and shape AHSI projects and at the same time the AHSI influenced Company views on agriculture. It was through this co-constitutive relationship that agriculture as a science for export crops became the predominant focus of the AHSI.
Moreover, the European leaders of the AHSI made a conscious effort to recruit elite Indian members because they believed that only through collaboration with Indian landowners could the Society generate hegemony for British ideas about improved agriculture among the Indian people. Since the AHSI was located in Calcutta and their meetings held in English, most of these Indian members were elite, English-educated Bengalis. As landlords, elite Bengalis could theoretically change cultivation practices. Many of these men were enthusiastic in their membership, contributing cuttings, seeds, and writings at membership meetings and holding positions as officers and on committees. Bengali members of particular note were Dwarkanath Tagore, Ramkamal Sen, and Radhakanta Deb. All were important men who figure repeatedly in the many histories of the rise of the new bhadralok class, an English-educated elite located largely in Calcutta, often described as a middle class. 26 Membership in private societies had become an important component in the status and prestige of this new elite class, since they were not allowed to hold high government positions. 27 These men influenced the direction of the AHSI at times, but overall their inclusion was very uneven. Their writings were accepted with thanks but not always published in the Society's transactions. Elite Bengali members quickly learned to use the AHSI for things that they needed, while as landlords and garden owners they largely pursued their own goals, shoring up their elite status within a changing economic system. As a result, agriculture is a good prism through which to examine the modification of European ideas in the Bengali context as well as the formation of bhadralok identity and their adaptation to British rule. 28 BEFORE 1830: HORTICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT Between 1820 and 1835 the AHSI predominantly focused on the production of food in smaller gardens. This form of improvement involved both Europeans and Bengalis and received support from the Company and the Governor-General. The membership of the AHSI shows this intermixing. William Leycester, the Society's first president, was himself the chief judge of the Company's Sadr Diwani High Court. 29 In the first years of the society, although meetings were sparsely attended, the members listed as present show a diverse slice of elite Calcutta. For example, those who attended a meeting in its second year included two missionaries, a wealthy Eurasian shipbuilder, a naturalist in the Bengal Army, Leycester himself, and two elite Bengalis. 30 As membership increased, colonial officials and military men became slightly more dominant: seventy-eight out of 143 in 1836. 31 This membership suggests that the AHSI provided a space in which colonial officials and other elites could pursue projects related to governance outside of the state.
Not only were many members of the AHSI colonial officials, the AHSI also depended on state support from its earliest days. William Carey first received approval from Governor-General Hastings when starting the Society. 32 Besides this symbolic capital, the state also provided land and money to the AHSI, though this material help was limited. For example, Hastings bequeathed land to the Society for its first garden (next to Barrackpore Park, within a portion of land meant to expand the Company's botanical garden at Shibpur) in 1822 specifically to acclimate and distribute 'useful' plants for food, manufactures, and medicine. He even promised to give the AHSI funds to cover the expenses to set up this garden. 33 However, the Territorial Department, a subdivision of the Company's Revenue Department, soon gave up the lease for the whole botanical garden extension and the AHSI had to look for a new garden space. 34 Even so, the Court of Directors still approved payment by the Territorial Department of the promised donation to the AHSI and heartily supported their planned projects for encouraging the cultivation of vegetables, fruit trees, and grain. 35 Eventually they leased a garden in Alipore from the wealthy merchant John Palmer. The Governor-General agreed to pay the monthly rent of 130 rupees. 36 This time, the AHSI decided to emphasize the cultivation of edible plants, with manufacturing and medicine as secondary concerns. 37 However, in 1834 when their finances took a hard hit with the bankruptcy of their treasurer Alexander & Co the AHSI decided to shut down Alipore garden. 38 This closure completed the Society's shift away from the production of food towards cash crops for exports.
Although forced into this closure by financial difficulties, European members of the Society claimed there were other considerations too. They went on to start a nursery at the Company's botanical garden at Shibpur, where, they asserted, an experimental garden administered by a public entity rather than a private society would have more support and more funding. In addition, such an institution would benefit from the scientific expertise of Nathaniel Wallich, Superintendent of the Company's garden. They also determined to continue with the successful yearly vegetable exhibition.
They assumed that Bengali gardeners were not motivated by market forces so prizes were needed as extra stimulus, and the AHSI, as a private society, was better positioned to provide this motivation than the state. 39 In so rationalizing the closure of the Alipore garden, the Society reinforced a public/private divide. The new Shibpur nursery continued the importation of horticultural seeds and plants like European vegetables and fruit trees, but now focused most of the garden on growing new agricultural crops like sugarcane and cotton. 40 This earlier period of partnership between the state and the AHSI may be called the period of horticultural improvement. The Governor-General, many members of the AHSI, and even the Company's Court of Directors were in agreement that improvement should focus on 'useful' plants that fulfilled a need in society like food, medicine, or manufacturing. In the second incarnation of the AHSI garden they even chose to focus predominantly on producing food. The sites of improvement were smaller gardens and local markets. Horticultural improvement also attracted more involvement by elite Bengalis interested in the Alipore garden and obtaining new fruit trees, which I will discuss later. Horticulture always remained important in the actions of the AHSI, as seen with the continuation of the vegetable exhibitions. But from 1829 to 1835, debates surrounding the financial expenses of Alipore garden transformed the Society into an organization which focused primarily on promoting cash crops for export.
Many European members viewed horticulture as extra and not remunerative, whereas agriculture would gain more public support. This distinction was first proposed by Nathaniel Alexander (of Alexander & Co.) in 1829, after the presentation of a dismal financial report that blamed Alipore garden expenses for depleting the Society's funds. This suggests the influence of private traders on the new sense of agriculture which de-emphasized the old notion of social utility. Alexander's suggestion notwithstanding, the first thing the members decided to do to ameliorate these financial difficulties was implement yearly elections for all its officeholders in the hope of stimulating better management. In the first elections, however, all officers but one were re-elected: President Leycester was replaced with Edward Ryan, soon to be Chief Justice of the Bengal Supreme Court. 41 Perhaps the main motive for holding elections may have been the desire to end the presidency of William Leycester.
Under Leycester's tenure as president, the two main projects of the AHSI had been the institution of the yearly vegetable exhibitions and the propagation of fruit trees. 42 Unlike Leycester, Edward Ryan had no personal experience with gardening or cultivation. He was chosen because of his influence, in both Britain and British India, and in the belief that he could obtain more political support and pecuniary aid for the AHSI. 43 Under Ryan's leadership, the focus of agricultural improvement moved from food and local markets towards staple commodities for export. With this shift, the AHSI deepened its institutional relationships with the Company state.
CASH CROP PROGRAMME
The new nursery at Shibpur in 1834 was one element of this institutional relationship between the AHSI and the Company state. But already in 1829 Governor-General Bentinck had approached the Society with a comprehensive offer of funding for new cash crop promotion projects. Although this more substantial state investment lasted only five years, afterwards the Society maintained parts of the project with its own funding. With or without state backing, many government officials and other Europeans continued to mobilize support through the AHSI for the cause of an agricultural improvement focused on increasing exports. The new projects received more substantial backing from Europeans living around North India than any of the AHSI horticultural projects, which were mainly focused on Bengal where the Society was located. The Company did not dictate this change, it came from the members themselves; nevertheless the Society's close relationship with the Company also shaped this project.
The Governor-General's 1829 request was for the Society to help increase the export of cotton, tobacco, and raw silk to the British market. The secretary replied that the Society would become involved in such a project only by 'means which are equally calculated to promote the general prosperity of Agriculture'. Thus the AHSI still expressed its aim as general improvement of society as a whole even within the project of promoting particular cash crops. The extractive goals of the state and the social improvement goals of the AHSI could in fact complement one another. The Society's officers suggested that the Governor-General give them seeds and 20,000 Rs so they could distribute these plants and begin a premium programme. 44 The main reason for the Governor-General's request was that members of the Territorial Department thought 'free enterprise' was the only practical way to enact economic change and was also best promoted by a civil organization like the AHSI, not the state. The Territorial Department opposed a plan put forward in London by the Company's Court of Directors for experimental cultivation of cotton through government-run farms, since it 'would be less effectual and less likely to produce results upon which any extensive improvements could be calculated than by leaving the cultivation to private capital and enterprise when stimulated and assisted by the proceedings of the society [the AHSI]'. For the Territorial Department, the AHSI -as a voluntary association made up of private individualswould ensure involvement of private capital and enterprise in the cash crops rather than stifling it. Thus, although the government provided the funding, the AHSI should administer the project. Thereby, the Company gave money, seeds, and machines to the AHSI so that its European members might run large-scale experiments, distribute seeds, and offer prizes for their cultivation. 45 Vegetable Gardens versus Cash Crops in Bengal 1820-40
The most successful portion of the 1830 cash crop programme was the distribution of seeds. The first shipment of cotton and tobacco seeds sent from London by the Court of Directors arrived in 1830. The AHSI published notices in newspapers that both Europeans and Indians could apply to receive seeds free on condition that they report the results of their cultivation. The AHSI received the reports from those recipients in 1831. 46 They distributed the 1830 shipment of American cotton and tobacco seed to sixtyfive AHSI members and forty-nine non-members. Most were European, but ten were Indian (mostly Bengali). 47 Although many of these seeds turned out to be defective, some recipients had successful crops and were able to grow on from them in subsequent seasons as well as spreading the seed they grew to local landowners. 48 Retrenchment soon ended this moment of unusual unity. After the mixed results of the first shipment of Court of Directors seed in 1830, the Company sent one more batch in 1831 and the AHSI proceeded as usual with distribution. 49 However, the failure of Alexander & Co. in 1833 put an end to this more centrally-planned government partnership. The AHSI lost much of its money and could not recoup the losses of the cash crop premium account. This brought their new ambitious premium programme to an abrupt end, although with continued government funding they were able to maintain the experimental farm for two more years. 50 Several years later they tried a less expensive version of cash crop premiums. They decided to give just medals (and no cash) to the best cotton, sugar, raw silk, and tobacco. 51 The end of the Court of Directors' cash crop programme, in 1835, did not mean the end of collaboration between AHSI and Company. In this colonial context, an English-language organization concerned with improvement could not be separated from the state. The mutually constitutive nature of the state and civil society intensified by a colonial governmentality joined Britons in the project of agricultural improvement. The concepts and practices of agricultural improvement were not simply determined by the Society's officers or directed by goals set by the Court of Directors or the Governor-General. Individual members also shaped these projects. As the membership grew, they became the primary influence upon the Society's decision to focus on agricultural cash crops for export over local gardening rather than any top down imperative. After the end of Company funding, these members continued to shape the AHSI vision of agriculture as a science of cash crops.
THE AHSI CASH CROP NETWORKS
The impetus behind improvement, as we have seen, was a general concept of 'progress' which motivated colonial governmentality. Agriculturists, missionaries, and various government officials worked side by side within this project. However, even while certain elite Bengalis, like Dwarkanath Tagore, were heavily involved in AHSI cash crop promotion, the Eurocentricity of the cash crop projects made them less attractive for Bengali members. Generally, Europeans determined which plants were important, obtained the seeds, and received the seeds and plants distributed by the AHSI. The European members of the AHSI tended to ignore the more important agricultural staples in Bengal, like rice. AHSI improvement projects which focused on vegetables and fruits differed from the cash crop projects in that Bengali members and gardeners requested many more seeds and plants that fitted the needs of local gardens and markets. 52 Yet although most cash crop seed and plants went to European officials and individuals throughout India, some did also reach Indian farmers and landowners. Despite William Carey's claim that they had been farming in the same way for thousands of years, some Indian farmers were in fact interested in growing new varieties available to them. 53 This remained an unaddressed contradiction in AHSI discourse.
The main crops promoted by the AHSI after the end of the 1830 Company-funded scheme were cotton, tobacco, and sugar. All three have a long history of cultivation in India, but British agricultural improvers promoted new varieties (often from America) and new methods of cultivation and processing which would produce commodities more suitable for the European market. The AHSI project to spread new varieties of cotton and sugar met with some success; their efforts with new processing methods for tobacco never did. During the colonial period the new varieties of cotton and sugar proliferated throughout India although they never completely supplanted the indigenous varieties. 54 The AHSI was one of many agents who made these new varieties more available in India during the nineteenth century.
For example, Major John Colvin of the Engineers reported that he had such a good second crop of American Upland Georgia cotton that some zamindars stole plants to procure seeds. Because of the demand this revealed, the AHSI sent him a new dispatch of seeds which he distributed locally. The following season enough seed was produced that Colvin and the other recipients no longer needed seeds from Calcutta. 55 While the Major may have embellished his original report of zamindar demand in order to obtain new seed, he continued to hand it out even after he became self-sufficient in cotton seed, so clearly there was indeed local demand. In 1837 he sent a sample of the cotton he grew to the AHSI and reported that 'he had induced 100 villages along the line of canal to adopt the cultivation of this superior cotton, and had distributed to each village, seed sufficient to plant about one bigha [about one third of an acre]'. 56 Colvin also sent some to Colonel James Skinner, a Eurasian colonel in the Bengal Army who owned land at Hansi. Skinner successfully grew 500 bighas of the cotton and asked for additional seeds to distribute to locals. His sons, with 'extensive' farms in Panipat, Haryana, and Delhi, also began cultivating the new cotton. 57 Thus, colonial officials who received seeds and plants from the AHSI in turn provided them to their own networks.
In the late 1830s, the Society's efforts shifted more noticeably towards sugar. Previously, they had performed experiments with a variety of different types of sugarcane from China, India, and Mauritius. Some agricultural improvers were particularly interested in Chinese sugarcane because it could withstand termites. However, in the late 1830s the AHSI turned increasingly to sugarcane originally from Tahiti, called Otaheite, which was more susceptible to termites but produced more juice. 58 The impetus to switch from Chinese to Otaheite cane came from Captain Sleeman (famous hunter of 'Thuggees') who successfully established an Otaheite plantation near Jabalpur in the Saugor and Narbada district of Madhya Pradesh. He started it with cuttings from Mauritius which he obtained himself, and persisted despite the Governor-General's suggestion that he consult the AHSI because 'practical agriculturists' might prefer the indigenous sugarcane. 59 Four years later, Sleeman reported the success of his Otaheite plantation to the AHSI, 60 and soon after became a member of the AHSI. 61 In 1837, the sugar committee of the AHSI decided to give Sleeman a gold medal for his extensive sugarcane work. 62 He then began to provide cuttings for a new Otaheite garden in the AHSI nursery, and this went on to supply members with cuttings. 63 This episode shows the support for agricultural improvement amongst Europeans as Sleeman made these efforts of his own accord and then influenced the AHSI to change its focus to Otaheite. It also indicates that greater productivity might outweigh the risk of greater susceptibility to insects.
Otaheite promotion was not the result of a centralized imperative from Calcutta but a circulating idea made more powerful by its association with 'productivity' and economic competition. In addition to Sleeman, two branch societies at Mumbai and Lucknow helped to stock the AHSI nursery with Otaheite. 64 Still, it took time for the AHSI to build up the Otaheite garden at Shibpur, and as requests for cuttings poured in, Sleeman and others in the AHSI network began to meet some of the most urgent requests. 65 In 1837 the first report of the new AHSI Sugar Committee praised the extensive promotion of Otaheite by Company officials in the upper provinces and lamented the lack of spread in the 'lower provinces'. So they proposed awarding prizes for importing Otaheite cuttings into India and for successful cultivation just in Bengal. 66 One reason for this focus was the influence of Dwarkanath Tagore and other sugar planters in that province. When the Sugar Committee deliberated on whether they should help a European planter in Bengal import Otaheite from Mauritius, Nathaniel Alexander suggested that Otaheite could not be grown in lower Bengal and so the planter should instead grow Chinese cane. Tagore cited evidence from his plantations to contradict this claim and strongly advocated the spread of Otaheite in 'Bengal proper'. 67 In April 1838, the AHSI nursery was large enough that they could advertise Otaheite cuttings. 68 Over the following months they sent out 42,000 cuttings to various applicants, mostly in Bengal. 69 Similar numbers of cuttings were distributed in the next several years except in 1840 when a storm depleted their stock. 70 The pursuit of improvement by colonial governance thus combined the efforts of individuals, private societies and the Company state. 'Improvement' was an important motivator even when the Company did not consistently follow its precepts. These co-constitutive workings also helped to shape a vision of agriculture which focused on profit and exports over meeting the needs of society.
BENGALI MEMBERS
While the European members and Dwarkanath Tagore increasingly focused on export agriculture, many Bengali members of the AHSI continued their interests in the Society's horticultural work. These elite Bengali members did not accept the AHSI's ideas regarding agriculture and its improvement. For them, their landowner role concerned safeguarding complex legal relationships surrounding land ownership and tenancy; actual farming was the work of their tenants. 71 The Bengali members thus became much more involved in gardening projects like the Alipore garden, the vegetable exhibitions, and using their own gardens to experiment with new plants they received from the Society. In these gardens they could juxtapose various plants and styles which helped them perform, and so further cement, their elite statuses.
The European members of the early AHSI actively recruited Bengali landowners, or zamindars, though these were always in a minority compared to the European membership. In 1828 the AHSI had ninety-seven members, out of which eleven were Indian (mostly Bengali), almost eleven percent of the membership. 72 In 1834 out of a total of 293 members there were thirtythree Indians (mostly Bengali), again about eleven percent. 73 By 1846 they had 606 members, almost six percent of them Indian (mostly Bengali). Even with the always lesser 'native' membership, David Arnold is right to identify the AHSI as an important site of collaboration between European and Indian elites. 74 This collaboration tells a specific story about the formation of Bengali elite status. The main period of collaboration was between 1820 and the AHSI's financial crisis of 1833. This was also, as we have seen, the more horticulturally-focused period of the AHSI, before the domination of cash crop promotion. Bengali members of the AHSI, drawing on Persianate, Hindu, and other local concepts and traditions, maintained an alternative vision of combined horticulture and agriculture and so retained much more interest in various horticultural elements which Europeans discarded. The dominant European conception of improvement therefore tended to relegate Bengalis to the background of the Society, which is presumably one reason for the decline in the proportion of Bengali membership over time.
While the European members of the AHSI did seek to recruit 'rich native gentlemen', 75 they did not incorporate them evenly into the Society. To attract Bengali members they created a double administration with a Bengali and European for each office. This way, Europeans remained in control of the Society, but individual Bengalis could gain the prestige of holding official positions. The first dual position was Vice-President, for which the AHSI members selected Radhakanta Deb. He held this position through 1842. 76 After yearly elections began in 1829, they added a 'Native Secretary' position alongside the European Secretary, a post held by Ramkamal Sen through till 1838. 77 The Society also elected one of the Chitpur Nawabs, 78 Soulut Jung, as a second 'native Vice-President' in 1830, a position which continued throughout most of the 1830s. 79 With the introduction of elections, the AHSI also set up three administrative committees: the Agricultural or Managing Committee for general oversight, the Committee of Papers to determine which papers to publish in their Transactions, and the Garden or Horticultural Committee to manage the Alipore garden and related horticultural issues, like the vegetable exhibitions. While the Committee of Papers remained largely European, 80 both the Agricultural and the Horticultural Committees had a higher proportion of Bengali members. The Agricultural Committee initially had about fifty percent Bengali members, but with the financial difficulties of 1833 it began to haemorrhage Bengali members until it came to be dominated by Europeans. 81 The Horticultural Committee retained its Bengali members despite the 1833 crisis, but it was discontinued when the Alipore garden closed down the following year. 82 Bengalis made a significant contribution to AHSI horticultural projects, particularly the garden at Alipore. Together with William Carey, the elite Bengali majority of the Horticultural Committee turned Alipore into a pleasant place for members to visit with decorative pathways, trailing vine walls, and even a cistern for lotus and other water plants. 83 The most active Indian members of the AHSI belonged to Bengali elites centred in Calcutta and the nearby 24 Parganas district. Most of them were also members of the 'conservative' Dharma Sabha, an organization that petitioned parliament to end the Company ban on widow suicide, or sati. Despite disparaging remarks about the AHSI being made in Samachar Chandrika, the newspaper of the Dharma Sabha, there was therefore a clear overlap between the AHSI and the Dharma Sabha. 84 Some of the Bengali AHSI members were not associated with this conservative 'prosati' faction, like Sibchunder Das, Dwarkanath Tagore, and his relative Prasanna. Yet neither were these three associated with the ultra liberal Young Bengal movement or the Hindu reform organization, Brahmo Samaj. One author called Prasanna Tagore a 'half-hearted liberal'. 85 Missionaries like Carey and other European 'improvers' who joined the AHSI were less threatened by those who sought to create and preserve a 'Hindu tradition' than by those who challenged the perceived dichotomy between modern Europe and traditional India. 86 The Bengali members most involved in the AHSI worked together in other organizations besides Dharma Sabha. Sibchunder Doss, Ramkamal Sen, Radhakanta Deb, and Kalikrishna Deb were all members of the Asiatic Society. 87 The Tagores as well as all these men were also on the managing committee of the Hindu College. 88 They were active too in a range of other education projects. 89 Involvement in private societies, for various reasons, was important in maintaining elite status in early nineteenth-century Calcutta. In a letter to the Orientalist H. H. Wilson, Ramkamal Sen defined the ideal Bengali gentleman 'improver' as someone who must be educated, must join groups attempting to improve society, preferably not be an employee, and be more filled with 'public spirit and energy' than with the desire for wealth or popularity amongst Europeans. 90 In other words, elite Bengali involvement in the AHSI was caught up in the idea of improvement, or 'public spirit' for the good of society at large. Yet this was not necessarily the same idea of improvement advocated by Europeans. In fact, Sen and others believed that what Europeans wanted and what was good for the Bengali public were sometimes opposed. Bengali involvement in the AHSI often took diverging paths from the agricultural improvement envisioned by its European members.
Among elite Bengalis at this time, concern with landowners' (zamindari) rights was paramount. 91 This meant that agricultural interests remained in the complex set of legal relationships surrounding land rights and leases under the Permanent Settlement system. For many of them, cultivation practices were best left in the hands of the tenant cultivators. Also, if their lands were in the surrounding 24 Parganas or Hugli districts, it is probable that tenants could pay their rents by producing food for the growing capital city without resorting to new cash crops for export. In an article on cotton cultivation in Central India which Deb wrote for the AHSI Transactions, he argues that cultivation strategies used by some of these farmers were better suited to local conditions than 'European' methods, and thus science should also incorporate these tried and tested practices. He gave two examples: first, use of the zodiac sun signs as an agricultural calendar rather than a new system because it was already common knowledge; second, the common method of tasting the soil to determine its type rather than introducing the more expensive European 'chemical mode of analysis'. 92 Although Bengali members might at times write on local agriculture for the AHSI Transactions they took little part in projects to change cultivation practices. When they did become involved, it was on their own terms rather than those of the British market. Radhakanta Deb for example provided an overview of the agriculture of the 24 Parganas district -where he held a zamindari -for the first volume of the Transactions. 93 In 1827 he also produced a Bengali pamphlet to educate cultivators on different ways to fertilize fields with manure, which the AHSI never used or reprinted. 94 But his name is absent from the lists of those who received cotton seeds and Otaheite cuttings when the AHSI were distributing these supplies between 1820 and 1840. In general, the AHSI, as an organization mostly made up of Europeans, remained on the outside of the zamindari world because their interests often clashed. Blatant disagreements do not appear in the meeting minutes, but the establishment of the Landholders' Society in 1838 reveals the contradictions between the project of the European agricultural improvers and the zamindars.
Bengali members of the AHSI were among the founders and important members of the Landholders' Society: the Tagores, Ramkamal Sen, Radhakanta Deb, and others. 95 They started it largely to organize Bengali zamindars to protest against proposed legislation that would end many of the tax-free Lakhiraj land grants. A broader goal was to defend what they saw as the 'general interest of landholders' and build 'a cordial and friendly communication between all classes interested in land'. 96 The Society's view of agriculture ran counter to that of the AHSI. Their purpose was to protect zamindari interests through the Permanent Settlement System, but in so doing, they also put a certain amount of trust in their tenants' agricultural competence.
An anonymous critic contrasted the Landholders' Society with the AHSI unfavourably in a letter to the Calcutta Courier in 1839, complaining that the new Society advocated only the interests of wealthy landowners rather than the general agricultural improvement of India. The author argued that this was largely because it did not co-operate with the AHSI. Nor had the Landholders' Society performed any of the expected tasks of agricultural improvement such as 'collecting information relating to the actual practice in different provinces of this empire, the mode of management of land and stock, and variety of soil, the advantages and disadvantages of particular crops, and in short, the most obvious means of developing resources of the land'. 97 European agricultural improvers, like this anonymous critic, mistrusted the Landholders' Society, as an organization of non-Europeans that did not follow the leadership of the AHSI. The 'interests of the land' for Bengali elites like the Tagores, Deb, and Sen, were instead largely legal.
As already mentioned, the Bengali members collaborated more closely with the AHSI in its horticultural projects. Development of the practice of horticulture for many of the bhadralok members of the AHSI took place in the gardens at their residences in and around Calcutta. Opulent garden houses were important to social life in colonial Calcutta for both elite Bengalis and Europeans. 98 Dwarkanath Tagore's garden house at Belgachia was famous for relaxation, meetings, and entertaining. 99 Radhakanta Deb held examinations at his garden house for the students of David Hare's Vernacular School, although the garden house in this instance was much more urban than the usual suburban garden houses of the Europeans. 100 As Calcutta became a city, displays of wealth and performance of culture expressed social status. Swati Chattopadhyay traces the many changes in building styles which accompanied this performance in her book Representing Calcutta. Although gardens are not her focus, much of what she says about space can also be used to understand elite Bengali gardens. For example, describing the combination of European, Mughal and Bengali styles in the opulent residence of Radhakanta Deb, she suggests that he 'appropriated the vocabulary of empire' by using neoclassical styles so as to 'make a symbolic claim in the construction of that empire'. However, he 'manipulated' this style and so created a new and distinct meaning rather than simply recreating British intentions. 101 Like houses, gardens were spaces which allowed elite Bengalis to make symbolic claims of authority, juxtaposing plants and aesthetic styles from the subcontinent, Europe, and empire. Dwarkanath Tagore proudly displayed at his garden home a pineapple plant sent to him by AHSI member, scientist and Company surgeon Mr Wise from Dhaka. 102 Pineapple, a native of the Americas, had spread around the subcontinent well before British rule. 103 Pineapples may have been more common in Calcutta, but Dhaka had its own varieties which would have been unusual in a Calcutta garden. 104 The display of the plant would have also reinforced Dwarkanath's powerful connections to imperial knowledge and the Company administration.
The specimens provided by Bengali members of the AHSI give us a further glimpse into what these elite gardens looked like and suggest similar juxtapositions of imperial produce. The Nawabs of Chitpur provided specimens of fig, chocolate, coffee and cotton: a range of unusual and more common produce. 105 The fig was a rare fruit around Calcutta which Britons tried to propagate. 106 Chocolate pods would have been even more unusual in Calcutta gardens. Chocolate had been introduced into the Company botanical garden but never became a commonly grown plant in India until a subsidiary of Cadbury developed cocoa production in the years after independence. 107 Coffee, on the other hand, had been produced in Bengal long enough that botanist Dr Roxburgh described one variety as indigenous to the NE frontier and settled into 'a conspicuous place in the flower garden' because of its copious beautiful blossoms. 108 The cotton which the Nawab grew was from seed sent from the AHSI: interestingly he incorporated it into his personal garden rather than growing it in an agricultural field. By providing these plants to the AHSI the Nawabs displayed their expertise in both horticulture and agriculture and at the same time confirmed their connections to webs of imperial knowledge.
Elite Bengali gardens not only displayed unusual plants but grew to perfection some more popular local fruits, like mango. The mango was more respected amongst Europeans than other 'Indian' fruits and vegetables. 109 In experiments with mango trees, as with many of their horticultural activities of the 1820s and 30s, the European AHSI members relied on Bengali expertise. When in 1827 the secretary of the AHSI decided to do experiments on mango grafting, he sought out seeds from 'native gentlemen' around Calcutta. He grew small mango trees from these and then grafted on a 'tree of most superior flavour' from the nearby Hugli district. 110 It was also in Hugli that Reverend Thomas Firminger, a later AHSI member, visited the garden of Jiban Krishna Pal in order to describe the many varieties of mangos in Bengal -much more numerous than those in the Company botanical and the AHSI gardens. 111 Having many varieties of highly sought mangos was clearly a matter of prestige as well as taste in elite Bengali gardens. The AHSI horticultural project of collecting and distributing mango cuttings made membership quite attractive to elite Bengalis like Radhakanta Deb, who was given one of the cuttings of the famed Murshidabad mango which the AHSI received from the Nawab of Bengal. 112 Jujube, or Ber, was another important fruit grown in elite Bengali gardens. An article on the jujube tree written by Radhakanta Deb for the AHSI Transactions reveals the networks that linked elite Bengalis of Calcutta with princely gardens of North India. These networks often functioned independently of the AHSI and were another way of performing elite status. Deb describes what he calls the 'indigenous' Bengali jujube as sour, whereas the superior sweet variety originally came from northwestern India. He claims that this sweet type of jujube was first introduced in Calcutta when a friend gave his father a jujube tree from the garden of the Murshidabad Nawab. He planted it in his garden and passed cuttings on to other friends. His father also hired a baghban, or master gardener, from Delhi who taught him the best way to propagate jujube, through 'ring grafting'. The process was very successful and as word of it spread to others around Calcutta and into the interior, the sweet jujube tree proliferated. 113 To summarize, Bengali elites did indeed incorporate some plants and aesthetic styles from the AHSI into their gardens as a matter of prestige. Growing cotton, pineapple, or chocolate allowed Bengalis to proclaim their participation in British imperial power and knowledge as well as to solidify friendships and connections to Company officials. Yet concurrently, elite Bengalis employed methods that were more typical of a North Indian gardening practice. Much of Bengali gardening continued to adapt and change based on its own logic rather than being dictated by the European members of the AHSI.
CONCLUSION
The AHSI deployed an idea of agricultural 'improvement' which connected the cultivation of plants to an improved social body. Early in the Society's life, this 'improvement' included increased production of food and medicine, making beautiful gardens for individual enjoyment, selling more products in local markets, and the export of cash crops. However, between 1829 and 1834, many European members argued that AHSI projects which focused on food, medicine, aesthetics, and local markets were less important than the truly agricultural interests of exporting cash crops. This change in focus was a product of combined influence from individual members, London, and the Company administration in India. In this colonial environment, the AHSI increasingly relegated cultivation of crops for local consumption to the secondary science of horticulture. Yet Bengali members of the AHSI took less interest in this new restricted meaning of agriculture and continued to follow their own interests. In this way, the AHSI became an even more Eurocentric organization which pushed Bengali involvement aside in its pursuit of a more globalized capitalist agriculture.
This episode clarifies several historical themes. First, it provides another example of an imperial science which helped to create a fiction of superiority. That fiction was complicated not only by British dependence on Indian methods of cultivation but also by the continued importance of agriculture in British views of political economy and development that privileged industrialization. Second, it demonstrates one way in which colonial governance worked in Bengal, as this private organization in civil society worked on projects of 'improvement' even outside the Company state. Third, it shows that British claims to 'improvement' were not always accepted by the local people they claimed to improve. Even though the Bengali members of the AHSI took plants, seeds and sometimes even ideas from the AHSI, they instead creatively moulded the European project of agricultural 'improvement' to fit their own social and economic circumstances. The AHSI then became just one more source for new plants and gardening strategies amongst other networks. Yet besides these specific historical lessons, the story of the AHSI shows us one episode in the colonial creation of agricultural science which upheld an increasingly globalized capitalism and directed future definitions of development. As the AHSI reformulated agriculture to focus on ever larger fields of production for export, they developed a definition of agriculture much more familiar to us today. This definition, which deprioritizes local needs in order to service global profits, must still be interrogated and challenged. 3 For example, a company called the Sagar Island Society, which included many members of the AHSI, leased an island next to the Sundarbans, see Saugor Island Society List of Proprietors, British Library (BL), IOR/F/4/1504 No. 58998, p. 11.
4 The physiocrats were a French school of political economy during the eighteenth century who made some of the first big changes to mercantilism, moving it towards nineteenthcentury Liberalism. They proposed the ending of monopolistic privileges in industry and taxes on internal commerce in order to promote a 'freer' market. However, unlike later liberal
